
triomis Vat Calculator for Dynamics 365 now
available on Microsoft's AppSource

Appsource

The tax solution, optimized for Dynamics
365, is now listed on AppSource, the
Microsoft marketplace to “Find the right
app for your business needs”. 

DORTMUN, NORTH RHINE-
WESTPHALIA, GERMANY, January 24,
2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- triomis
GmbH an innovative software
development firm based in Germany,
announced today that its VAT Calculator solution for Dynamics 365 is now available on Microsoft’s
AppSource. This solution, was designed to help companies bring tax calculation to the cloud quickly,
efficiently and inexpensively while streamline sales operations. 

Dynamics 365 allows
businesses to be more
efficient, and tax calculation
should be one of those
business processes that
should be simplified.”

Stephan Thurek, CEO and
founder of triomis

AppSource is Microsoft's new marketplace for business users
looking for solutions from Microsoft and selected partners for
Dynamics 365 and which they could test them before buying.
AppSource now includes more than 200 business SaaS apps,
add-ins and content packs, all based on Microsoft Cloud
services such as Azure and Dynamics 365. The intelligent
business apps are intended to drive innovation, promote
collaboration and accelerate sales cycles.
“With the introduction of Microsoft’s Dynamics 365 cloud
business platform, triomis is proud to announce that our tax
calculation solution passed successfully the quality and
certification process and is now available in Microsoft

AppSource,” said Stephan Thurek, CEO and founder of triomis. 
365 offers a single, scalable toolkit for businesses to address specific needs, such as sales
automation, operations, field and customer service. The new Cloud service works perfectly together
with Microsoft's
The advantage of AppSource for users is the simple way how addons or industry solutions can be
added to Dynamics 365. Directly from the marketplace, the apps are installed in the respective
Dynamics 365 instance, without having to manually download and install solutions. In addition,
Microsoft's comprehensive testing and certification process ensures that only high-quality apps are
delivered that meet the quality and security requirements. The triomis VAT Calculator has now
successfully passed this process and can be directly installed by interested parties into its Dynamics
365.
After the installation of the solution, the Dynamics 365 user can look forward to the automatic value
added tax calculation, which makes the manual calculation with the pocket calculator unnecessary
and thus drastically accelerates the sales cycle. See listing here: http://bit.ly/2jo1x1l
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